[Conventional tomographic investigations of the reconstructed middle ear in temporal bone specimen].
In modern reconstructive middle ear surgery imaging plays an essential role as a diagnostic tool, especially in pre-operative planning. Nowadays imaging of surgical results as a matter of quality control in post-operative follow-up becomes more important. Conventional tomography was performed in 10 temporal bone specimen using the CommCat IS 2000-system in order to evaluate anatomical structures and inserted middle ear prostheses (PORP/TORP). This imaging technique has not been used in middle ear surgery beforehand. Using conventional tomography characterization of anatomical structures of the temporal bone as e. g. the semicircular canals appeared to be of superior quality to comparable conventional radiographic imaging. Concerning imaging quality (contrast; resolution) conventional tomography allowed similar findings like computed tomography (CT)-scans in some of the investigated specimen while showing inferior sharpness quality due to technical reasons. Further advantages of conventional tomography in contrast to CT were the requirement of just 2.5 % of the CT's irradiation exposure, lack of metallic artefacts caused by implanted prostheses and the feasibility of distance- and angle-measurement of inserted prostheses towards the tympanic membrane which coincided extensively with the temporal bone preparation. Conventional tomography enables detailed anatomical imaging of the temporal bone region which outperforms conventional radiographic imaging, requires less irradiation dose than CT and helps avoid problems like metallic artefacts. This technique enhances immediate quality-control and seems to be therefore a promising tool for postoperative evaluation after reconstructive middle ear surgery.